
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of portfolio
marketing. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for portfolio marketing

Win investment funding via Star Chamber and business cases based on clear
vision and evidence of demand for portfolio area in AMEA
Ensure BT’s portfolio remains competitive through clear definition of
requirements, quality design, innovative commercials and excellent Lead-to-
Cash & Trouble-to-Resolve processes, based on detailed market knowledge
and learning from product issues arising
Ensure the launch of quality products on time with agreed targets and go to
market plans
Develop plans to ensure we deliver against P&L (including revenue gap plans,
cost and margin improvement plans)
Ensure accurate revenue tracking and forecasting
Develop engaging content to bring these propositions to life in AMEA,
particularly across our digital channels and in our global showcases
Act as one of the AMEA market champions and figurehead internally &
externally – comfortable presenting to BT Sales, and BT Executive teams,
press, analysts, and customers
Assess the business needs and challenges through research & working
collaboratively with the insight team – being the owner and champion of
market share, competitor and opportunity information for propositions in
AMEA
Own the marketing budget for the defined portfolio(s)
Contribute for AMEA on the roll out of global portfolio campaigns
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Typically requires a minimum of 5 years of experience in a product marketing,
product planning, or related role in corporate marketing
Experience in security market
Understanding of Marketing trends specifically in Digital, Social and mobile
the technology availability to meet the consumer needs and ultimately enable
the function to meet
Independent, proactive, creative thinker with a passion for user experience
Ability to collaborate and work cross-functionally with many areas of the
business
Masters degree in economic sciences/ marketing/ market research is
preferred


